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-- Entertaining, educational activity books-- Pictures can be colored once the puzzle is complete--

Encourages coordination and a grasp of number sequences-- Number line at bottom of each double

page shows number sequence
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I was looking for some dot to dots for Christmas for my daughter who is 6 years old and had trouble

finding some that were advanced enough for her to do. Most of the dot to dots that I have found are

way too easy for a 6 year old. Anyway,I ordered this book and even though she sat down and

finished the whole book in one day it "hard" enough to be fun.

This book is well constructed. It's done in a story book fashion where the main characters are

traveling around the world, visiting different habitats and animals. The dot to dots are straight

forward and easy, with the numbers and dots (except the yellow dots) being easy to see. The dots

range in count from about 30 to 80. The pages are very colorful and each page has more than one

'puzzle'. The dots are close together, so it's not much of a challenge but my 6 year old grandson will

most likely enjoy it any way. Numbers run along the bottom of the pages to help younger children.

The print on each page is large and easy to read but not too full of facts about the creatures. I



suppose this book would be best for a five year old (if they can count that high). For most of the

puzzles, you are able to guess what the animal is ahead of time but it's still fun to see it 'appear' as

the dots are connected. For $3.99, I think it's a good purchase.

I bought this dot-to-dot book for my 4 year old, because the picture on the front shows a simple

butterfly with dots #1-17. BEWARE!! The pictures inside are very small and complicated with some

of them having 81 dots to connect!!! I think I might even have a hard time with it..... The cover

picture made it look like a simple book for a new dot-to-dotter, but it's not!! The illustrations inside

are neat and colorful, but just look way too complicated.

My 5yr old loves these books! They are great for car trips, airplanes, or even in church. I love the

numbers at the bottom of the pages so even if they can't count very high they have a guide to go by

to be successful with their pictures!!! We have purchased all of the books available. I wish there

were more. I will be buying these again when my 3yr old is older. The price is very reasonable too!
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